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because windows is not genuine can be regarded as a
high-frequency problem, and most of the time it happens
to be a simple error. to eliminate the problem, a simple

test is helpful. if a windows is not genuine, you can
reinstall the windows operating system (microsoft

windows operating system) with the installation disc. if
you have a dual-boot computer, you can reinstall the

windows operating system (microsoft windows operating
system) only on one os in the dual-boot computer. you

upgraded to windows 11using the free upgrade offer, but
windows11isn't activated after a reinstall. your copy of

windows 11should automatically be activated as long as
you didn't make any significant hardware changes to

your device (such as replacing the motherboard). if you
continue to have problems with activation, contact

customer support. you upgraded to windows10using the
free upgrade offer, but windows10isn't activated after a

reinstall. your copy of windows10should automatically be
activated as long as you didn't make any significant

hardware changes to your device (such as replacing the
motherboard). if you continue to have problems with
activation, contact customer support. windows is not
genuine is one of the high-frequency problems. and
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fortunately, this problem usually does not cause data
loss. but other unexpected computer problems, such as

system crash, hard drive failure, or unknown virus attack
could damage your computer and lead to severe data
loss. therefore, back up your computer to a usb flash

drive regularly and protect data security. another reason
is that you may be using an outdated version of windows

that needs to be upgraded. if you have enabled the
setting of automatic update, the system will come in

contact with internet access and realizes that it is
outdated. then, the error message this copy of windows

is not genuine appears.
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windows 8 supports a dual boot mode or a multi-boot
mode. it is a famous feature in pcs. in addition to 32-bit

and 64-bit versions of windows, the latest version of
windows also supports windows nt, windows 7, windows
server 2003 r2, windows server 2008, windows server

2008 r2, windows 8, and windows server 2012. windows
7 does not support windows server 2008 r2. windows
server 2003 r2 and server 2008 will never work under

windows 8. the version of windows 8 is considered as a
64 bit version of windows 8 and also supports the uefi

bios. removable usb drives are commonly used to store
information. in windows, these drives are automatically

managed by the operating system. these drives are
recognized as a new drive and then mounted in the
computer. your usb storage can also be stored on a
network server for safe-keeping. when it is time to
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remove the drive, the operating system automatically
unmount the drive without prompt. this will be possible

throught the "windows 8 usb drives" tab or by right
clicking on the drive in the drive listing. windows 8

includes a useful user interface known as ribbon bar. it
includes a search bar, three large buttons, six taskbars,

and several toolbars. you can customize your experience
by hiding any of these toolbars or toolbars. to do so, right-

click on the toolbar and select "customize," select the
"hide" tab, and click the "x" to the right of the toolbar to
hide it. although you can download the upgrade offer,
once you have the upgrade offer installed, you should
return to your microsoft site to buy your copy of the

software as a retail license. they offer great products and
excellent customer support that you won't find anywhere

else. 5ec8ef588b
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